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Event No IGNITTRON017

Organizing Department Ignittron Clubs

Associate Dept. | NSC Quiz Club

Date 23/12/2022

Time 01:00 PM to 04:00 PM

Event Type Club Activity

Event Level Institute

Venue python or oracle lab

Total Participants 102

Students - Internal 102

Related SDG

Involved Staffs

Sl Name Role

1 Pradeep Kumar G Coordinator

Outcome

The event was Conducted by Quiz club of KPRIET .It is an inter department event and the departments suggested teams, each team
consists of 2 members. The questions will be based on their 12 th basics in physics, chemistry, maths and apptitude questions . It consists
of 2 rounds and 1 st round is on kahoot app from that 10 teams where shortlisted for 2 nd round .
The actual outcome of the event was the competition had a primary goal to get students ready for the government exams, the aptitude
rounds in their interviews and give themselves a mental refresh .

Event Summary

You’ve got what it takes, but it will take everything you have got! The Qriosity was an inter-department Quiz competition organised by the
Quiz club of Ignitrron, KPR Institute of Engineering and Technology on 24th of December, 2022. It was an event exclusively for first years. It
was an event consisting of two rounds and the questions were primarily based on the NTSE Examination patterns. The competition had a
primary goal to get students ready for the government exams, the aptitude rounds in their interviews and give themselves a mental refresh
There were two rounds in total and having two students a team, there were 102(51 teams) participants from the various departments of our
institute. The first round was conducted in Kahoot app which had basic mathematical aptitude, scholastic ability and a fraction of general
knowledge test. 20 minutes were given to solve the 20 questions. From these only 10 teams were selected for finals. The next round was a
pen paper test but the level of questions asked was intermediate. It was conducted on 26.12.2022 in Ignitrron club house. Even though we
had some mild stepping stones, we carried on and finally, we had our winners who stood till the last. As a matter of fact, they gave us a hard
time in choosing the winners, if exaggerated. Then, the event ended and a rolling trophy was given to the winning team. And the winner
were announced in the grand fest Ignitrron'23 and the rolling trophy were awarded to the Department of BIO MEDICAL and ENGINEERING
.
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